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Auto-Ranging Adds Flexibility and Value
to Programmable DC Power Sources

The Auto Range Advantage
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The Auto Range Advantage!

In order to accurately measure the performance, testing

be performed at the operational limits.
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Figure 1. An auto-ranging power source can deliver full power over
an extended range of voltage/current output conditions. A standard
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Figure 2. Since a standard power source can only deliver power
bounded at max votage and current, a higher rated unit is required
to meet all test conditions.

Figure 3. An auto-ranging power source can deliver full power to the
device-under-test over a range of operating conditions.

For a single, conventional power supply to meet both

Utilizing an Intepro Auto-Ranging Programmable DC

of these operating conditions, it would need to have a

Source, these same test conditions could be met with a

rating of at least 410 V x 10.7 A = 4.4 KW. Allowing for

single 3 KW unit. (See figure 3.)

some engineering margin, a 5 KW power source would be
required. (See figure 2. )
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Benefits of Auto-Ranging

Auto-ranging sources are typically a bit more costly than conventional supplies with the same power rating because the
output stages must be designed to operate reliably over a wider range of output voltages and currents. But the real cost is
lower because one unit can be used to replace multiple conventional units.
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Fewer units
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Less rack space
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Lower energy use
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Simplified test set up

